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Abstract: Gene drives represent a dynamic and controversial set of technologies with applications
that range from mosquito control to the conservation of biological diversity on islands. Currently,
gene drives are being developed in mice that may one day serve as an important tool for reducing
invasive rodent pests, a key threat to island biodiversity and economies. Gene drives in mice are still
in development in laboratories, and wild release of modified mice is likely a distant reality. However,
technological changes outpace the existing capacity of regulatory frameworks, and thus require
integrated governance frameworks. We suggest sustainability—which gives equal consideration to
the environment, economy, and society—as one framework for addressing complexity and uncertainty
in the governance of emerging gene drive technologies for invasive species management. We explore
the impacts of rodent gene drives on island environments, including potential conservation and
restoration of island biodiversity. We outline considerations for rodent gene drives on island
economies, including impacts on agricultural and tourism losses, and reductions in biosecurity
costs. Finally, we address the social dimension as an essential space for deliberation that will be
integral to evaluating the potential deployment of gene drive rodents on islands.
Keywords: gene drives; invasive species management; sustainability

1. Introduction
Gene drive technologies have the capacity to alter shared environments significantly on multiple
scales [1–4]. A dynamic and controversial set of technologies, applications range from mosquito
control for malaria reduction to rodent control for the conservation of biological diversity on islands [5].
Currently, gene drives are being developed in house mice that may one day serve as an important tool
in the reduction of invasive rodent pests, a key threat to island biodiversity and economic sustainability.
Wild release of modified rodents is likely a distant reality. However, technological changes can unfold
quickly and far outpace the existing capacity of regulatory frameworks. This absence of clear regulatory
mechanisms creates the need for governance frameworks that integrate complexity and uncertainty.
In fact, both biological and social scientists encourage transparent governance—where decisions are
the result of broad and deliberative processes—and “responsible stewardship” around gene drive
technologies before they are developed successfully in the lab [1,6].
The governance of gene drive technologies in particular has garnered significant national and
international attention for the far-reaching implications, and for the absence of meaningful regulatory
frameworks to govern gene drive organisms in the environment [5,7]. As such, alternative or
supplementary governance processes have been put forth as a way to bridge the gap, and attend
specifically to socio-cultural values that underpin different perspectives. This paper responds to the
pressing need to identify interdisciplinary and flexible frameworks for the governance of gene drive
technologies, particularly those that will be used for the eradication of invasive rodents. We suggest
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that the framework of sustainability is an important tool for governance of gene drive organisms,
especially in the face of the uncertainty and complexity that characterize their applications more
generally. That sustainability offers relatively equal weight to environmental, economic, and social
dimensions is one of its strengths as a framework, particularly with respect to understanding the
complex values and perceived risks that are entangled with these overlapping issues. Moreover,
sustainability offers locally-placed but globally situated metrics for understanding the implications
of gene drive technologies, where locally situated decisions are nested within global institutions and
ecosystems [2].
2. Background
2.1. Invasive Rodents on Islands
Invasive rodents occur on over eighty percent of the world’s islands [8]. The four species of
primary concern are house mice (Mus musculus) and three species of rats (Rattus rattus, R. norvegicus,
R. exulans) [9]. Rodents invade easily with human transportation, and are able to rapidly establish
populations and adapt to island environments. As a result, house mice are the second most widespread
mammal on the planet after humans [10,11].
Negative impacts of invasive rodents are widespread, and islands are particularly vulnerable to
their effects [12]. For example, as disease vectors, invasive rodents represent a public health hazard.
Invasive rodents are also responsible for considerable biodiversity losses on islands [13,14]. Islands are
often home to endemic species, or species found nowhere else on Earth, and these native species have
often evolved without predators [15]. As a result, island species are often particularly vulnerable to
invasive species. Moreover, island economies are often less resilient and more vulnerable to external
pressures, due to their relatively limited size and heavy reliance on natural resources, and invasive
rodents also negatively impact agricultural and tourism economies on islands [16]. Additionally,
because they are often direct vectors of infectious diseases, invasive rodents can present public health
concerns [14].
Because of their ubiquity and deleterious impacts, numerous eradication efforts have been
undertaken to rid islands of invasive rats and mice [8,15]. These eradication efforts have been
successful in eliminating invasive rodents from over 400 islands [17]. However, eradications rely
almost exclusively on rodenticides which present a number of challenges, including high failure rates,
off-target effects that can negatively impact conservation species of concern, and high operational
costs [13,14,18]. Moreover, rodenticide-based eradications are only effective—or even possible—on
approximately 15% of affected islands [15]. These and other challenges have created a compelling
need for alternative approaches to rodent eradication.
2.2. Gene Drives as Possible Solution
Synthetic gene drive technologies represent one promising but controversial potential alternative
solution to rodenticide-based eradication approaches. Gene drives are systems of inheritance that move
a particular trait into a population even if the gene drive produces a fitness cost to the organism [19].
Unlike the traditional Mendelian ratio of a 50% chance for inheritance, gene drives can potentially
transmit a trait to offspring at near 100% ratios. By themselves, gene drives are not inherently new
concepts: There are a number of naturally occurring ‘selfish’ genetic traits that serve as gene drives
in wild populations [19]. In fact, the development of gene drive mice relies heavily on naturally
occurring gene drive functions [5,6] However, the advent of new and powerful genome editing
capabilities enabled by CRISPR technologies has accelerated the development of synthetic gene drives
and potential environmental release of genome-edited organisms [1]. Synthetic gene drives have thus
far been successfully developed in mosquitoes, flies, worms, and yeast [1,19–23].
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Sex biasing gene drives—whereby a trait that drives the population to mostly male or mostly
female—is being considered for invasive species eradication [1,23,24]. Modeling suggests that these
gene drives could be engineered to spread to all members of a population from a release of a few
individuals [25,26]. Sex biasing gene drives are being developed in mice as both target species and
as model species. Biasing the sex ratio of a particular population would cause local extirpation,
due to a lack of suitable mates [6,14]. As such, gene drives could be used to reduce invasive rodent
populations on islands. A comparison of rodenticide and potential gene drive eradications can be
found in Table 1.
Table 1. Potential eradication methods: A comparison.
Rodenticides

Gene Drives

Function

Brodifacoum:Second generation
anticoagulants—lethal upon ingestion

Using CRISPR mice to ensure all mice look and
behave male or female

Efficacy

At least to 38% failure rate for house mice;
5–10% failure rates for rats

Unknown—modeling predicts high success with
minimum release rate

Monetary Cost

Millions of dollars per island; fixed costs

High upfront costs; predicted to diminish over time

Pros

•
•
•

Established protocol
Higher success rate for rats (Rattus)
Clear regulatory frameworks in place

•
•
•
•

Species-specific
Safe to use around humans, pets and livestock
Non-lethal method
Absence of regulatory frameworks

•
•
•

Inhumane
Non-target effects
Difficult to employ on
human-inhabited islands
High fixed costs

•
•

Potentially controversial
Biosecurity protocols still being developed

•
•

Requires a minimum release threshold
Genetic/molecular methods of containment
in progress

Cons

•

Biosecurity

•
•
•

Contained geographically
Toxicant degrades over time
Only security concern is
re-introduction of invasive rodent

Adapted from Leitschuh et al., 2018 [14].

Gene drives may offer a number of environmental and economic benefits to the management of
invasive rodents on islands. However, they also emerge in complex human systems. In fact, despite
considerable technological and ecological uncertainty one of the most significant potential barriers to
the use of gene drive rodents is the potential for socio-political opposition about the environmental
release of gene drive rodents [7]. As such, the issue of gene drive rodents for island invasive species
management calls for a framework that can give equal attention to environmental, economic, and
social considerations.
3. Sustainability
This paper explores how the three pillars of sustainability—environment, economy, and
society—can serve as an important framework for governing gene drive rodents for island conservation.
Sustainability is certainly a broadly used term, and until operationalized in a particular context,
can have a variety of implications. Significant sustainability scholarship attends to the extended
lifetime of a particular resource system [27] which while important to consider more broadly, offers a
distinct perspective on environmental governance. We employ the framework of sustainability that, in
decision-making, attends equally to environmental, social, and economic considerations [28].
Larson and colleagues already call for sustainability as a framework for invasive species
management, in part because invasive species management decisions are often made without giving
social and economic factors sufficient consideration [16]. We argue that a sustainability framework is
particularly important for invasive species management and rodent eradication schemes that include
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gene drive organisms, because a significant drawback to potentially using gene drive rodents for
invasive species management is potential socio-political opposition [29].
We engage with each of the three dimensions of sustainability in turn—environment, economy,
and society—to demonstrate how this framework can help shape responsible and just governance of
mammalian gene drives. We explore the impacts of rodent gene drives on island environments,
including potential conservation and restoration of island biodiversity, improved animal welfare, and
a reduction in off-target effects. We evaluate rodent gene drives on island economies, interrogating
anticipated reductions in agricultural and tourism losses, biosecurity costs, and offsetting costly
rodenticide applications. Finally, the society pillar creates essential space for deliberation, and important
dimensions of governance that will be integral to evaluating the potential deployment of gene drive
rodents on islands. Each of these three pillars encapsulates textured and complex debate and as such,
this paper provides a broad overview of these dimensions.
3.1. Environment
Islands represent approximately five percent of the world’s terrestrial land mass, but thirty-seven
percent of all critically endangered species are endemic to islands [30]. Endemic island species,
species that are found only on particular islands, are especially vulnerable to invasive species, because
they evolved in relative isolation and may lack defenses against predators from the mainland [15].
Conserving and restoring island biodiversity by reducing or eliminating invasive species, according to
many stakeholders, represents an important and inherently positive endeavor.
Invasive rodents can be particularly damaging to island ecosystems, and an estimated 80% of the
world’s islands harbor invasive rodents [9,31]. Rodents are direct viral and bacterial disease vectors
for humans and other animals, and are reservoirs for dozens of infection pathogens [14]. Invasive
rodents can also severely impact ecosystems, especially on islands where native biota evolved in the
absence of mammalian predators [32–34]. For example, islands are often the nesting and breeding
grounds for seabirds. Rodents can have devastating impacts on seabird populations by consuming
eggs and harming chicks [9,35]. In fact, “invasive rodents have been implicated in the extinction of
over 60 vertebrates alone” [14] (pp. 5121–5122). In short, invasive rodents are a significant biodiversity
threat for the majority of the world’s islands.
Introduced predators can also have significant indirect but large-scale impacts on entire island
ecosystems [26,35]. The impacts of species restoration are intended to have broader restorative
effects throughout island ecosystems [36–38]. For example, scientists have demonstrated that
removing invasive rodents benefits native flora and fauna, particularly by increasing seabird
fecundity [38,39]. Following rat eradication on Palmyra Atoll, the non-native Asian tiger mosquito
(Aedes albopictus)—which was a known infectious disease vector–underwent a secondary local
extirpation [40]. Additionally, recent scholarship suggests that coral reefs can benefit from the
eradication of invasive rodents as seabirds enhance the productivity of coral reefs [37].
Current efforts to eradicate invasive rodents also present animal welfare concerns. As noted above,
currently the primary means of removing invasive rodents from islands greater than five hectares is
rodenticides [13]. As of 2015, over 650 rodenticide-based eradication campaigns have been launched
worldwide [41]. Rodenticides are anticoagulants that are lethal when ingested [39], and are not
species-specific, resulting in accidental consumption by the species that efforts aim to protect [13,18,42].
For aerial campaigns, native species must often be captured and contained to prevent death by
accidental ingestion. On human-inhabited islands, eradication is particularly challenging, because of
the potential for accidental human or livestock consumption [13,42]. Moreover, complete eradication
is not always feasible requiring repeated efforts, and resistance to rodenticides can emerge [8,10].
By comparison, released gene drive rodent control may result in short-term increases of local rodent
populations, but once established, should drive down populations by preventing births, as opposed to
causing painful deaths [14,19].
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Many proponents consider gene drive biocontrol to have clear comparative advantages over
other eradication methods [6,13]. Current rodenticide-based eradication methods can only effectively
eliminate rodent populations on 15% of impacted islands, and effectively preserving island biodiversity
calls for transformative methods, such as the application of gene drives for genetic rodent control [13].
Additionally, ongoing ecological and population dynamic modeling can aid the further understand of
how gene drives may behave in the environment [25,43], and support decision-making in the face of
considerable uncertainty. There is still considerable precaution, or even opposition, to using gene drive
mice for any purposes, particularly species conservation [5]. Invasive species eradication, however,
still calls for complex matrices and bases for decision-making, particularly those that address economic
and social considerations.
3.2. Economy
From an economic perspective, invasive rodents can present problems for island agriculture and
economically vital island tourism industries [44]. Islands often have small economies, their relative size
rendering them less resilient and therefore more vulnerable to external pressures, such as those caused
by invasive rodent species [16], and this vulnerability is an important consideration. The impacts of
removing invasive rodents through gene drives are predicted to improve agricultural economies and
tourism economies while potentially reducing costs of eradication efforts overall.
The most direct economic impact of invasive rodents is on agriculture [45]. Rodents are responsible
for large crop losses (14–66%) to important crops, including maize, soybean and rice [34]. Significant
damage can occur at any stage of crop development, from rodents digging up freshly planted seeds to
damaging stored and transported goods [46]. In Australia, house mouse outbreaks occur every few
years and often reach plague proportions of >800 mice ha−1 [47]. These outbreaks disrupt farmers’
livelihoods and considerable efforts have been undertaken to predict and manage outbreaks [47].
Where mice cause agricultural damage, the ability to relate mouse density to crop damage can allow
for proper calculations of economic injury levels and allow for the formation of damage thresholds [46].
Damage threshold calculations could help calculate the number of mice present before management
options should be employed [46].
The rodenticides that are used for eradication are second-generation anticoagulants that are
lethal when ingested [29]. Rodenticide application programs are complex operations; their planning
and implementation include challenges, such as multi-phased personnel costs and transportation to
remote islands [14]. When these plans are implemented, rodenticides are broadcast from helicopters,
and through the deployment of bait stations, bait trays, and even manually [29]. The high fixed
cost of these toxicant-based rodent eradication is one of the factors limiting their current use and
effectiveness [13,14]. These costs can reach millions of dollars per island [13,48]; in 2012 more than
US$600 million were spent globally on rodenticides, with projections of up to US$900 million by
2019 [13,49]. While mouse gene drives have been estimated to cost millions of dollars to develop,
these anticipated costs are estimated to be considerably lower than what is currently being spent on
rodenticide-based rodent eradication programs [14], particularly when accounting for potential costs
accrued from non-target effects [48].
Tourism economies are also impacted by rodent eradication. There are long-term tourism costs
to ignoring eradication, including a decline in values and tourism experience in areas expected to be
natural, “unspoilt” parts of the world [29], providing additional motivation for rodent eradication.
Based on cost-benefit analyses and willingness to pay calculations, tourism-related revenues are
expected to increase post-eradication [29,50]. Rodenticide eradication programs that include helicopter
broadcasts and manual baiting also result in projected short-term tourism losses; tourists may not
visiting during the eradication program [29]. Gene drive biocontrol could still result in the same
long-term tourism benefits as rodenticide-based control, but using gene drive mice as an alternative
will likely reduce the impacts of these tourism gaps, since they involve the release of mice and
subsequent sampling rather than broadly distributed toxicants.
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Additional economic factors to consider include biosecurity and biosafety safeguards. Biosecurity
concerns center around getting and keeping invasive rodents off islands. Some of the associated
biosecurity costs—primarily those associated with reinvasion–are seen as relatively consistent
across the different eradication methods. For example, despite the strength of an ocean barrier,
human-mediated introductions (and reintroductions) are considered a high risk [51] and these
introductions often occur in tandem with tourism traffic via equipment and vessels [52]. Island borders
and ports must thus either be regulated [52] or in the cases of unmonitored public access borders,
islands must be extensively monitored and managed in other ways [51]. While recent technological
advances, such as biomarker tools and molecular tools have proven quite effective [51–54], they still
represent a cost to rodent re-invasion prevention.
The use of gene drive biocontrol could reduce some costs associated with rodenticide eradications,
including eliminating the often costly need for non-target species management, since a gene drive
would be species-specific unlike rodenticides. However, this would depend on the approach used.
For example, in the ‘t-Sry’ system a naturally occurring gene drive termed the t-haplotype would be
modified by the addition of the key male determining gene Sry to masculinize offspring sex ratios
(see References [6,14] for fuller descriptions]. However, mathematical modeling suggests this particular
approach would likely require multiple releases of gene drive animals to achieve eradication [25].
Multiple releases would be part of the broader strategy to reduce the likelihood of uncontrolled
spread [55]. Another potential cost benefit for gene drive approaches could be realized by eliminating
the concerns described above regarding the use of rodenticide approaches on inhabited islands.
Because the gene drive mice are still in the laboratory development phase, one must also consider the
relative risk of sinking resources into a high stakes project that may not successfully produce gene
drive mice that work as hoped or designed [56].
Biosafety concerns, on the other hand, center around keeping an organism within the geographic
space for which it is intended [57]. Biosafety concerns are distinct from current eradication plans,
because unlike rodenticides, some gene drive designs have the ability to self-propagate [1,14], and
even escape from the island for which it is designed. For this reason, the drive should be designed
carefully to prevent effects on nearby mainland mice. Researchers are currently developing such
built-in geographic and temporal safeguards [14]. “Locally fixed alleles” represents one gene drive
biosafety strategy, that targets certain alleles which are specific to a given island. If gene drive animals
with locally fixed alleles were to escape, they should have no effect on mainland populations [43].
Because this strategy is embedded in the development of the gene drive mice, it does not represent an
additional biosafety cost.
Although economic analyses of gene drive applications for invasive species eradication are still
in early stages [13]. Economic losses from invasive species, and the potentially reduced costs of
eradication programs using gene drive mice, offer some foundation for these analyses. A cost-benefit
analysis that compares the cost of rodenticide eradication and integrates projected costs of technology
development and phased release represents an important need in the scholarship surrounding gene
drive-based invasive species management.
3.3. Society
Social considerations for gene drive rodents represent perhaps the most complex dimension of
the sustainability framework, and may well be the deciding factor in the application of gene drives
more broadly [29]. The possible release of gene drive rodents as an invasive species eradication
strategy is situated at the intersection of two already complex and controversial domains: Gene drives
and invasive species management. In fact, the social dimensions that underpin invasive species
management and emerging gene drive biotechnologies share important characteristics. Perceptions of
invasive species management and gene drive technologies both draw on diverse social perspectives,
value systems, and risk perceptions that are built on psychological, cultural, or even evolutionary
factors [16,58]. Both issues also require space to integrate highly technical or scientific information,
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heavily values-laden perspectives, and decision-making in the face of considerable uncertainty [5].
As such, a governance approach is called for [2,59] that attends to the complexity of both invasive
species management and gene drives, both of which engage with disparate values and different
perceptions of risk.
The development of these technologies is outpacing the local, national and global structures
that govern biotechnology in the environment [2], and some scholars describe them as ‘anomalies’
in the biotechnology regulation ecosystem [60]. Gene drive organisms will not only cross political
jurisdictions, but they will also influence shared environments and decisions about them should reflect
these complex implications [2,59]. As such, attention turns to the governance of these technologies.
Governance—distinct from governments—is a rightfully broad concept that draws on a variety of
actors and institutions that would broaden the scope of responsibility of oversight from mandatory
government regulations to also include voluntary standards or norms that address scientific ethics
and respect for impacted communities [5]. An important feature of governance is the potential for
deliberative engagement with communities, stakeholders, and public audiences about the technological
innovation, their potential hazards and benefits, and the values that underpin these different
positions [7,58,59].
One governance approach that can attend to complex values and risk perceptions—and is
consistent with calls in the governance of emerging gene editing or biotechnologies—is a deliberative
community, stakeholder, and public engagement [5]. This concept represents a gradient of groups:
Communities are generally considered to be characterized by geographic proximity to project impact,
while stakeholders have some professional or personal interest [5]. Public audiences or groups may
not be characterized by the same geographic or professional connection, but they are comprised of
individuals who have some interest or concerns. That gene drive mice for conservation are designed
to impact shared environments makes all three of these categories important [5]. Additionally, we use
the definition of engagement from the gene drive report from the National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine: “[S]eeking and facilitating the sharing and exchange of knowledge,
perspectives, and preferences between or among groups who often have differences in expertise, power,
and values” [5] (pp. 132). The focus on deliberation in this context is clear. Deliberative engagement
processes also have the potential to generate decision outcomes that can balance competing priorities of
different perspectives. Appropriately timed community, stakeholder, and public engagement situated
within the framework of sustainability can facilitate decision spaces that attend to the range of social,
economic, and environmental concerns that are associated with gene drive rodents for invasive
species management.
Standpoints about using gene drive rodents as invasive species management tools are inevitably
values-based. Values are deeply held beliefs that are broadly tied to individual and group identity [58].
One important set of values-focused questions related to this particular case are perspectives about the
human relationship to the natural environment, including conceptualizations of what is considered
natural (or by opposed, unnatural). The use of a gene drive organism represents a problematic
departure from what some values systems consider to be natural, whereas other groups may see the
use of these technologies as a means of restoring ecosystems to a more natural state. In fact, some
groups may see the gene drive organisms to be a significantly greater threat to island environments
than the invasive rodents themselves [4]. A second set of values to consider is perspectives about
fairness or justice: In particular, who benefits from these technologies, and who gets to make decisions
about them? Community, stakeholder, and public engagement offer potential for engaging in inclusive
deliberative processes that holds space for competing values.
Relatedly, values underpin disparate risk perceptions about the potential use of gene drive mice
for invasive species eradication. Here we consider risk from the colloquial perspective, as well as the
probabilistic perspective, where likelihoods of benefits and hazards are quantified [61]. Emerging
biotechnologies are often framed in terms of potential risk, yet the regulatory frameworks that
govern risk attend explicitly to verifiable scientific risk that masks underlying value judgements [61].
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For example, risk is quantified through the calculation of likely endpoints; these endpoints are
identified as either harms, hazards, or benefits. The framing and identification of each endpoint as
either harm, hazard, or benefit, for example, are inherently value judgements. Community, stakeholder,
and public engagement processes offer the potential to deliberate about these endpoints, a particularly
important idea to engage broadly since gene drive technologies may fundamentally reshape local
social-ecological systems across spatial and temporal scales.
Moreover, while some scholars have warned against a possible “risk panic” with respect to
gene drives, others have noted the equally problematic potential for “innovation thrill,” where the
promise of a technology clouds careful and deliberative decision-making [62]. Ideally, engagement
could temper either end of the spectrum, creating space for meaningful dialogue about the potential
use of gene drive organisms. Community, stakeholder, and public engagement will play a vital role in
the governance of gene drive rodents for invasive species management and eradication.
4. Discussion
In short, decisions about the use of gene drive organisms for any application will require
thoughtful and inclusive deliberation [60]. The promise of these technologies is great, yet the
uncertainty about success outcomes is clearly considerable. Importantly, scholars and innovators alike
are drawing attention to questions about who gets to make decisions about gene drive uses, and to
questions about the bases on which these decisions will be made [7,55,59]. We argue that sustainability
offers one interdisciplinary and flexible framework for anchoring broad governance questions around
the use of gene drive technologies, providing some guidance for complex decisions.
Here, we have identified how the three pillars of environment, economy, and society can be used to
consider gene drive rodents for the conservation of island biodiversity. The underlying motivation
for these gene drive applications is inherently an environmental issue, and the case for gene drives
as boosting island economies can be made. Yet, the value of the sustainability framework lies in
how it attends equally to social considerations: Here we see that unpacking the values embedded
in these issues complicates the assumptions that underpin environmental and economic benefits.
Island communities are inherently vulnerable to global environmental change [12,44], and tools for
sustainability and resilience should be explored carefully.
Islands also offer important insight into the balance of making decisions in local communities that
are situated in systems of global governance. Gene drive organisms are being addressed in a variety of
international fora, such as the Convention on Biological Diversity and the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature [2]. These are important scales of governance for environmental release of gene
drive organisms with global consequences. However, the most direct effects of gene drive organisms
will, in fact, be on local communities and as such, local community governance should be central to
related decisions. Islands are by nature both relatively isolated and networked to global systems; the
arrival and threat of invasive rodents reflect this context. Importantly, this is the nature and scale of
governance that Kofler and collaborators call for: Locally situated governance with global vision [2].
As such, an examination of gene drive mice as a tool for invasive rodent eradication is important for
both the immediate case, but also for other applications of gene drive organisms. Here, the mouse is
both a target and a model on multiple levels: Invasive mice are a target for eradication and a model
species for mammalian gene drives more generally. The governance of gene drive mice has similar
parallels: The potential use of gene drive mice will have important implications for island biodiversity
conservation in its own right, and the decisions and impacts made will also be instructive for other
applications and systems. As such, gene drive mice offers opportunity as both genetic model system,
as well as a social science model system. Using sustainability as a guiding framework offers important
insight for making decisions that may have global implications.
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